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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

As integrated circuits grow in complexity and size, there is an urgent need for

CAD tools to help the designer in his task. The designer needs, in addition to

tools that help him in layout and design-rule checking, tools to simulate circuit

lesponse and performance. These tools require, of course, knowledge of

element parameters on the IC. In most design work, a knowledge of the

nominal values of these parameters is sufficient.

If, however, the designer requires information about the statistical distribution

of IC parameters; as would be required, for example, to optimize yield, then a

better understanding of the process is required. In particular, a tool is needed

that can relate the random disturbances in the process to the variations in

element parameters, in a meaningful way. Such a tool is may be realised as

a Statistical Process Simulator capable of simulating a large number of ICs,

while accounting for the differences between them due to the random

disturbances in the process that were mentioned above.

In the first chapter, the basic methodology of simulation is described.

FABRICS, a simulator of the bipolar IC manufacturing process, is also

presented. The processes required to simulate the MOS manufacturing process,

along with the models implemented, are described in Chapter 2. Chapter 3

describes the interface between FABRICS and the circuit simulator SPICE

[Nagel 75], as well as the interactive user interface which was developed for

FABRICS to facilitate its use. Chapter 4 outlines some applications and

limitations of the simulator, concluding with possible directions for further

work.
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CHAPTER 1

BASIC METHODOLOGY OF SIMULATION

1.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the basic model structure required for statistical

simulation, as well as the important features that are peculiar to the

semiconductor manufacturing processes, and useful when considering the task

of simulation. The application of the methodology to FABRICS is discussed.

In this and the following chapters, where meaningful, we will use upper case

letters to denote Random Variables, while lower case letters will be used to

represent a sample of that random variable, e.g. G is a random variable and g

is a sample of G. Subscripts on values of random variables (e.g. g., g ) will
3 n

be used for different samples of the random variable.

1.2 Statistical Simulation

A Statistical Simulator [Maly 79] must generate sets of IC parameters, which

fluctuate according to simulated disturbances in the process. These sets x ,

x .JC can be thought of as samples of a random variable X. The sets x may

contain values of IC elements as well as inline measurements, and are a

function of:

z a vector of process parameters (e.g. times and temperatures
1 in diffusion furnaces)

z a vector of layout parameters (e.g. mask dimensions for the
various devices)

v d a vector of Random Disturbances (e.g. disturbances due to
1 crystal defects)

X a vector of constants (e.g. Boltzmann's. constant k)
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Thus, x may be expressed as:

z2.6.,X) (1.1)

Where P is a model of the process, and will be discussed in the next section.

The generation of disturbances d is considered in section 1.4.

The accuracy of a statistical simulator depends on how well the Joint

Probability Density Function, JPDF, of X (a random variable, values of which

constitute the set x.) relates to the JPDF of an equivalent set X# measured on

the real manufacturing line.

Inaccuracy arises due tc three factors:

i. Inaccuracy of modeling, meaning inaccuracy due to the inability of
the model to account correctly for all physical effects. This may be
due to simplifications in the model itself, or because the process
itself is not well characterised.

ii. Inaccuracy of identification, which is inaccuracy in model
calculations due to the inaccuracy in the identification of model
parameters. This, as we shall mention later, sometimes counteracts
the added accuracy of a complicated model due to the larger
number of parameters required.

iii. Inaccuracy of solving, whenever numerical methods are used to
solve equations, there is an inherent inaccuracy due to the finite
number of steps involved, for example, in integration.

Since the statistical approach tt> simulation requires the generation of a large

set of data, then we can expect the model P to be solved many times in the

course of one simulation run. For this approach to be viable, the process

model must be economical, meaning solvable within a small CPU time.
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1.3 Models

1.3.1 Decomposing the Process model

In general, P in eq« (1.1) is a collection of sets of partial differential equations

modeling the process. These equations are usually complex and highly non-

linear. SUPREM [Antoniadis 78] is a process simulator which employs

advanced numerical algorithms to solve such equations. This approach,

however, is not viable for statistical simulation. In section 1.2 we stipulated

that the statistical simulator must generate a large set of IC element

parameter data, which is related to the disturbances in the process. Having to

solve complicated sets of equations repeatedly to do such a simulation will

result in prohibitively high CPU computation cost. Hence the need for some

other approach to statistical process simulation.

Towards this end, let us consider simplifying the solution of P by

decomposing it into two separate models:

1. A model of element and inline parameters:

ME»,x.,X) * 0 (1.2)

Where • is a set of physical parameters resulting from the process,
e.g. concentration profiles and window dimensions.

2. A model for physical parameters resulting from the process:

Mp(*r2r22,d.,A) * 0 (1.3)

Where z , z , d., and X are as defined for eq. (1.1). The reason that
equation (1.3) is1 not written in the form:

* • « M p k ^ d . , * ) (1.4)

is that the outcome of each manufacturing step depends on the
various manufacturing steps performed before it, e.g. base diffusion
defends on the epitaxial layer parameters.

The advantage of such a decomposition lies in the simpler models involved.
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This is because relating impurity profiles to process conditions, and device

parameters to impurity profiles, is a lot easier than relating device parameters

to process conditions directly. Considering the case of diffusion, models for

impurity profiles in terms of process conditions and some constants are

readily available [Cave 65]. The same applies for models of, say transistors,

in terms of impurity profiles (see for example [Chou 71]). Note, however,

that we have not defined M and M yet, and that, in the general case, these

functions may also be sets of partial differential equations, and thus, would

still require a significant computational effort. In the following section we

consider possible alternatives to expressing models in the form of sets of

partial differential equations.

1.3.2 Types of models

Consider now a model of the form:

X « Fte^z ,D,A) (1.5)

where F is an trmlytical expression which approximates the solution of P, an

example is to approximate the profile of implanted impurities in silicon by a

gaussian distribution, as in section 2.2.2.1; but in reality, the profile is gaussian

only near the peak of the distribution. This kind of model would, at best,

approximate P over some limited range of process conditions. Improving it's

accuracy usually means considering higher order (i.e. less significant) effects,

with the corresponding need for more parameters, which, as noted in section

1.2, may not increase over-all accuracy.

Although a model in the form of eq. (1.5) is computationally economical, in

the sense that it does not require the solution of differential equations, it may

not be accurate enough for our purposes. In order to achieve such a

computational advantage, while trying to maintain accuracy, consider an

approximation to the solution of the model P of the form:

X • Ao • A^ • A22Aj • _ (1.6)

where:
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and thus,

x. « ajj • a^z • a'2z(a^)T • „ (1.7)

Where the A matrices are now random variables, varying in a way to simulate

the disturbances in the process.

In theory, a model such as eq. (1.6) can be fitted to any relation between X

and z. But accuracy can only be increased by increasing the order of eq. (1.6),

and. consequently, more parameters would have to be identified before

simulation can be performed. One must also note, at this point, that the A

matrices do not have any real physical meaning, that is, they cannot be

directly related to measurable physical quantities. This distinction makes

identification of the parameters that will control the generation of these

random variables difficult, since it will have to be done using polynomial

fitting techniques, without prior knowledge about the range of values possible.

The main strength of eq. (1.6), however, lies in the fact that it can be tuned to

a specific relationship between X and z by correctly choosing the parameters

that generate the A matrices. Such tuning can be accomplished by comparing X

and X*, as defined in section 1.2.

1.3.3 Mixed Model

At this point, we observe that the analytical approximation to P in eq. (1.1),

eq. (1.5), has the essential physical information but is inaccurate. While the

polynomial approximation, eq. (1.6) can be made accurate by tuning, but is a

"black box" model without any physical interpretation attached to its

parameters. In the following, we will try to combine these two models into

one that has the advantages of both.

Assuming, in eq. (1.5), that D is a vector of statistically independent physical

parameters, the variations of which constitute the disturbances in the process,

we can attempt to tune eq. (1.5) in much the same way as eq. (1.6). If we

also expand eq. (1.5) as in section 1.3.1, we can then rewrite it as:

x « F (•.,*) (1.8)
i £ i
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and

*i " FP< 2 i ' 22'd i 'A > (1"9)

Where F is an analytical model of elements and inline parameters, and Fp is

an analytical model of the process. •, as in eq. (1.2), is a set of physical

parameters resulting from the process. By doing this, we now have a simple

model, by virtue of the decomposition, which has the essential physical

information about the process, and which can be tuned by correctly identifying

the parameters that will generate the physical parameters used in that model,

i.e. D.

The tuning can be accomplished in the same way as for eq. (1.6), that is,

minimizing the difference between X generated by eq. (1.5) and an X*

measured in the process. We note here that the statistical independency of

components of the random vector D makes this task a lot easier. The

minimization is done over the parameters that control the RNGs generating

D. This may be expressed in the following way:

min | X - X* | (1.10)

Where

X * FEt*,X)

• « Fp(zrz2,D,A)

D * RNGtf) (1.11)

f is the set of parameters controlling the generation of the random vector

D. We note that since the A matrices do not have any physical interpretation,

they are restricted to the process conditions under which the identification has

been done. Since physical parameters, however, depend on process conditions

in a known manner1, then a model described by eqs. (1.8) and (1.9) may be

easily adjusted to varying process conditions.

Next, we consider a possible implementation of such a model.

• .0. t te <topend*nc« of diffusivity on temperature
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1.3.4 Basic Model Structure

The basic model structure is shown in Figure 1*1

RNQ

Deterministic
Process

Parameters

Output
Paramters

From Other
Models

Output

I Moaeis

Figure 1-1: Basic model structure

The inputs to the model are of three main types:

e deterministic parameters these represent quantities that are fixed by
the process engineer, such as times for various processes, fluxes
of gases through diffusion chambers etc... Constants, such as, for
example, Boltzmann's constant,- cart be thought of as being
deterministic parameters as well.

e random variables that are outputs from previous process modeling
steps, e.g. impurity concentration of the epitaxial layer for the base
diffusion model. This set of variables is random because previous
models had some random variables as input, and thus, their output
will also be random.

e random variables that are outputs from random number generators
(RNGs), and that represent the random disturbances of the process.

This model structure is very powerful, it will allow us to have a simple model

that can be solved very fast, but which will be accurate because it has been

tuned to the particular process via the parameters that control the RNGs.
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1.4 Disturbances

10

Real process disturbances come at different levels. Crystal defects, for

example, are local, and so effect a small area of a chip. Whereas operations

such as photolithography, which are performed one wafer at a time, tend to

effect the chips on one wafer in much the same manner, but can cause

differences between wafers. Still at a higher level an operation such as

diffusion is performed on a number of wafers at the same time, thus, it would

cause little variability from wafer to wafer, but causes significant differences

between lots.

Mean of
Mean of D; I

Variance of '
Mean of D.

Mean of
Variance of D

X/ArianrA of

RNQ
Block-1

RNG
Block-2

Mean of D

Variance of

i

RNG
Block-3

Variance of D,

Figure 1-2: Multi-Level RNG

Since the disturbances have this hierarchy, then the RNGs generating them

must be generated by some form of multi-level generator. An example of such

a generation process is shown in Figure 1-2.

Each RNG block accepts a mean and variance of a variable, producing a value

for that'variable. So RNG block 1 accepts the mean and variance of the mean

of D. on the wafer, and produces a mean of D. for a chip. Similarly, RNG

block 2 accepts the mean and variance of the variance of D on the wafer.
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producing a variance of D for the chip. And now the mean and variance of D

on the chip can produce values of D. for points on the chip.

So for a given simulation level (e.g. wafer with 100 chips), we can use an

identifying process to estimate the means and variances, and use those values

to generate the values of the physical parameters anywhere on a chip [Maly

813.

1.5 Applications of Simulation Methodology, FABRICS

FABRICS [Maly 79] [Strojwas 81] is a process simulator built around the

simulation technology suggested above. This simulator incorporates device and

process models for a typical bipolar process. The RNG control parameters

were identified for a particular process, and thus the simulator was able to

provide meaningful data for that process.

1.5.1 Structure of FABRICS

Figure 1*3 clearly shows how the basic model stipulated above is implemented.

The interactive version of FABRICS [Strojwas 81] is shown in Figure 1-4. The

process models are contained in the PROCESS block while the circuit and in-

line element models are in the CALPAR block. The MAIN block generates the

chip RNG parameters and controls the overall simulation.

The output for each chip simulated is stored in ELPAR and statistical routines

are applied to it to produce meaningful displays such as histograms and

scatter-plots and compute correlation coefficients.

1.5.2 Implementation

FABRICS is currently written in DEC-FORTRAN-20, and runs on CMU's TOPS-20.

A more detailed description is given in Chapter 3, as well in the FABRICS

MANUAL [Strojwas 81].
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Flgur« 1-1 Structure of FABRICS
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User Input

Default Files
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INPUT
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f r
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i
ELPAR

Output Control

User Input

OUTPUT
Output

Figure 1-4: DATA flow diagram of FABRICS
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CHAPTER 2

EXTENSIONS FOR MOS PROCESS SIMULATION

2.1 Introduction

This chapter begins with a brief review of some important MOS processing

steps. The models used to characterize these steps are described, with some

physical background for each. We describe extensions, to the resistor model in

FABRICS, these extensions are also applicable to inter-connection resistances

for MOS circuits.

2.2 Ion-Implantation Model

Ion-Implantation is an important part of the MOS process. It affords the

process engineer precise control of the resulting impurity distribution, as well

as control over the total amount of impurities present. In diffusion, each new

layer must have a surface concentration significantly2 higher than the one

preceding it, so there is a limit on the number of layers, as well as on the

the resulting values of sheet resistance. In Ion-Implantation, the designer has

independent control of the depth of the impurities, and their density. Since the

depth is controlled by the energy of the implant, whereas the density is

controlled by the dose or current of implantation.

2.2.1 Background

When a substrate is bombarded by energetic ions, it will lose some of it's

own ions by sputtering, and retain some of the incident ions. Those ions

retained, are said to have been implanted. Interest in ion-implantation goes as

early as 1954, in a patent by Shockley [Shockley 54]. Much work was done

2typicj*ly 2 or 3 orders of magnitude higher
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on characterizing the resulting impurity profiles [Furukawa 74), and a unified

theory for amorphous substrates was proposed by Linhard, Scharff and Schiott

[Linhard 63], and generaly referred to as LSS theory. LSS theory divides the

forces stopping, ions to two parts:

1. ELECTRONIC, due to interaction of the incident ion with the
electrons in the host, S .

2. NUCLEAR, due to collisions between the incident ion and the nuclei
of the host atoms, S .

n
and so the total energy loss per unit distance is expressed as:

dE
« N[S (E) • S (E)] (2.1)

dx n •

where N is the average number of host atoms per unit volume. Integrating to

E , the incident energy, gives total range R:

• • = • /

dE
(2.2)

S (E) • S (E)
n •

Different approximations to S and S lead to different solutions of the
n e

problem [Gibbons 68]. Computer solutions of the differential equations

[Gibbons 75] [Brice 75] have been tabulated. Measurements of physical

profiles, using such methods as Capacitance-Voltage characteristics,

backscattering, junction staining and others [Hofker 75] [Fair 76] [Ziegler 72],

agree well with theory, see Figure 2-1. But it is important to note that this

theory was developed for amorphous materials, and that implantation along

some crystal directions allows the incident ions to channel through the crystal

to great depth [Pavlov 72]. Implantation is performed, usually, at a small

angle with respect to the normal, typically 7° , to avoid this effect.

The implanted profiles are described by a range R , which is the projected

range*, as well as <r. the variance of the distribution (see Figure 2-2). Higher

order moments [Mylroi 72] can be used to characterize the distribution more

fully.

Le. range projected on the normal to the silicon surface
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Figure 2 -1 : Comperison between theory end experiments {efter [Furukewa 74])

Figure 2-2: Definition of R end a
P P
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2.2.2 Model Implemented

There are many ways of estimating the distribution of the implanted ions in a

substrate. A simple gaussian distribution [Ziegler 72], a double gaussian

distribution [Gibbons 73], or a Pearson distribution [Hofker 75]. We chose to

use the simple gaussian distribution, mainly because work has been done on

an analytical solution of the problem of rediffusion during subsequent high-

temperature processes [Huang 70] [Lee 79] [Wu 76], see also section 2.2.2.3.

We also limited our concern to one impurity. Boron, which is widely used in

n-MOS technology.

2.2.2,1 Implantation

The profile after implantation was modeled as a gaussian distribution, with a

mean R and a variance <r . Data for Boron means and variances in Silicon,

from [Gibbons 75], for the energy range 10-150 KeV was fitted to linear and

parabolic equations of the form:

Rp « aE • b (2.3)

<rp « cE* • d (2.4)

Where E is the Energy in KeV, Rp is the mean and <rp is the variance of

penetration, both in //m. a, b, and c were calculated using a least-squares fit.

The results are presented in Appendix A.2, along with a comparison to the

data from [Gibbons 75]. d in eq. (2.4) was modeled as a random variable, to

account for disturbances in the process due to the quality of the silicon.

The profile, thus, would be expressed as:

t - (x - RJ2

n(x) * exp r£— (2.5)
*p(2w)* 2ap

2

Where f is the dose in cm- 2
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2.2.2.2 Annealing

Annealing is a low-temperature process which follows implantation. It is

performed to allow the crystal structure, which has been damaged by the

implantation, to reform.

Since the diffusion length (Dt)*, where D is the diffusivity and t is time, is

small compared to the mean of penetration R [Wagner 72], then we can

expect the profile to retain its initial shape, with some broadening to account

for damage-enhanced diffusion. In other words, R will remain the same, the

profile will still be gaussian, but a will increase.

We model this in the following way:

(2.6)

A<rp « r(Dt)* (2.7)

D « DQeE/Arr (2.8)

Where:

• E * 2.4 eV, and is the activation energy.

• * is Boltzmann's constant.

• T is temperature of annealing in °K.

a t is time of annealing in seconds.

e y is a random variable identified to fit equation (2.6) to the real
physical situation.

2.2.2.3 Redistribution during subsequent high-temperature processes

The determination of impurity profiles, after other high temperature processes

were performed on the wafer, is important to the process engineer. [Huang

70] suggested dividing the redistribution into two components:

1. redistribution due to diffusion without taking oxidation into account
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2. redistribution due to the moving Si-SiO boundary.

Starting from a gaussian distribution, and building on the theory of [Huang

70], [Wu 76] derived a closed form solution to the problem. The assumptions

for the [Huang 70] model were:

i. constant boron diffusivity within the Silicon

ii. negligible boron diffusivity in the oxide

iii. parabolic growth rate for the oxide

iv. the initial profile is a delta function

The last two assumptions are relaxed in the [Wu 76] model, and later in the

[Lee 79] model, which is the one implemented. The improvements of the

[Lee 79] model over the [Wu 76] model are; a better approximation to the

redistribution due to oxidation, and accounting for the fact that the oxide is

not a reflective boundary, i.e. that impurities may diffuse from the silicon to

the oxide.

Thus, the model is expressed in the following manner

n.Oct) « ""^P r CXx-mxn,t) • CK-x-mxn,t) ] (2.9)
1 [80 • r)Dt]* ° °

where:

<y-R ) 2 ry*R
p r 1 • erf

n •
•"•* <rp(2i

and.

r « — E _ (2.11)
• 2Dt

x is the thickness of the oxide, end m is the ratio between oxide thickness
0

and the corresponding silicon consumed in forming it (m * 0.44).
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x*mx
n,(x.t) « A erfc f- <2.12)

2 2(Dt)*

with:

f.D.n .{Q(mxA,t) - CX-mxA,t)} - n (O.tU^ • e)
A « =«2 § * — " - (2.13)

and.
r %

t - • ' « 2< rp (D t )h

mx0

1-mK

2K (t • Kp/4K

Where:

e K 4 is the coefficient of parabolic oxide growth in //m.sec"2.

e K is the coefficient of linear oxide growth in /i.sec"1.

• K is the segregation coefficient.

The erf function was approximated as [Cave 65]:

erfdx) >

and,

erf(x) -

. - «

1 -

^ p h A <

erfc(x)

1

X

2

2x3

1.3

4x5

%— section 2.4
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2.3 Extending the Photolithography Model

Photolithography effects determine the dimensions of devices and

interconnections in the silicoa These dimensions, along with the impurity

profiles, determine the electrical characteristics of the device. Below we

describe models that account for the differences between the mas* dimensions

and the actual physical dimensions in the silicon. Although these models are

described with references to diffused resistors, they can equally well be used

for all dimensions (e.g. channel width for MOS devices).

The resistance of a resistor, like the one shown in Figure 2-3. can be

calculated from an expression of the following form:

R ' " • • « / * . , * 2R (2.14)

Figure 2-3: A typical resistor

Where: v

e R is the sheet resistance of the layer (in Q/e)
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e L is the equivalent length in ^m.

• W is the equivalent width in

• R is the resistance per contact in O

f f

w.

Figure 2-4: Equivalent Resistor

Such a resistor may be modeled by a "straight" resistor, such as the one

shown in Figure 2-4. The sheet resistance Re, being an inline measurement, is
s

calculated from the physical profile using the appropriate inline model. The

inline models, as well as other device models we describe in the FABRICS

MANUAL [Strojwas 81]. The other parameters WB calculated as follows.

2.3.1 A Model for Equivalent Dimensions

Three factors are taken into account:

1. Photolithography, accounting for the difference between mask
dimensions and actual dimensions in the silicon.

2. Geometry, replacing "corners" by their equivalent lengths.

3. Sidewell Conductances, accounting for the lateral diffusion of
impurities.
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2.3.1.1 Photolithography
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The effect of Photolithography is modeled in FABRICS as a random
disturbance in both the X and Y directions. See Figure 2-5.

Thus a dimension L in the mask will become L\ in silicon, with:

L* • L • AF

Where AF is a random variable simulating photolithographic disturbances.

II

(2.15)

Mask

I I
Silicon Pattern

I I

Figure 2-5: Illustrating the effect of photolithography disturbances

2.3.1.2 Corners

Transforming corners into straight length is based on a scheme described in
[Hall 67], and is shown in Figures 2-6.

The formula presented by [Hall 67] for a corner such as in Figure 2-6 is:

2
N . a " 1 In

4a a2 - 1

•q • 1
COS- 1 .

a 2 - 1

r a
(2.16)

Where N is the number of squares equivalent to a corner (e.g. shaded
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T
8

J_

Figure 2-6: Equivalent length of corners. ( [Hall 67]).

portions in Figure 2-5). Since a, the ratio between the two widths connecting

at the corner, will always be near one. eq. (2.16) can be approximated by the

quadratic:

N • 0.13837 a2 - 0.27674 a • 0.6971 (2.17)

The agreement between the two formulas is good for a $ 1.5 (see table A.1).

2.3.1.3 Sidewalls of Diffused Resistors

Sidewall conductances (Figure 2-7) can be thought of as two resistors in

parallel with the original resistor, decreasing the the total resistance of the

resistor. This effect can be modeled [Kuzmicz 78] by an increase in the width

of the resistor. Thus, for base resistors:

AW

Where AW is measured in

layer.
and

(2.18)

is the sheet resistance of the base

k • 1.83X1012
(2.19)
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Mask

Oxide

SkJewalls

Figure 2-7: Sidewalls of Diffused Resistors

in which:

# NM the surface concentration of the base layer in cm"2.
SB

e N the concentration in the EPI layer in cm"3.
cPI

• X the depth of the base-epi junction in

k will be in

2,12 A Model for Contact Resistance to Diffused Impurity Layers

The contact resistance to diffused impurity layers is calculated using the

following formula [DAndrea 70]:

(2.20)

Where:
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• R is the resistance per contact in (I

• R is the sheet resistance of the diffused layers underneath the
contact in D/».

• p is the specific contact resistance, and is modeled by fitting a
linear function to data extracted from [Fang 79], with the intercept
treated as a random variable to account for processing diturbances.

• W is the width of the contact in /#m.
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2.4 Model for Oxidation

Oxidation is important in semiconductor processes in general, for it's use as a

masking medium for diffusion, and in MOS technology in particular for it's use

as an insulator between the gate and the channel. Therefore, it was important

to have a model capable of providing accurate data for all types of oxidation

conditions (e.g. wet, with water vapor, and dry, with oxygen).

The thermal oxidation of silicon is well characterized by an equation of the

form: [DEAL 65]

X* • AXQ « B( t • r ) (2.21)

where:

• X is the oxide thickness

• r is a constant related to the initial oxide thickness

• t is time

The constants A and B depend on temperature and can be expressed as:

B « C^e-V* 1 (2.22)

B/A « C2e"E2 /Arr ' (2.23)

Where:

• E and E are activation energies for parabolic and linear oxidation
rates, respectively.

e C and C are constants depending on the orientation of the
crystal. T is temperature in °IC

• k is Boltzmann's constant.

The .values for C , C , E1 and E for dry and wet oxidation of <111> and

<100> silicon, these orientations are the most commonly used for MOS and

Bipolar technology, respectively, are given in table A.3, as reported by [Deal

78]. Equation (2.21) is solved for increments of oxide thickness in each

process as follows:
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A X Q « % { ( A - X Q ) • [ < A * X 0 ) 2 • ABt ]* } (2.24)
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CHAPTER 3

INTERFACES TO FABRICS

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we describe the interfaces between FABRICS and circuit

analysis programs. An interface to the circuit analysis program SPICE is

described. We also discuss the interactive user front end.

3.2 The Design Environment

Any CAD tool is only as useful as it is easy to use. A program such as

FABRICS must be able to communicate with the designer in a manner that will

aid, rather than hinder, productivity. Hence the need for interfaces between

FABRICS and other programs, as well as an interface to the user.

A possible design environment is shown in Figure 3-1. The package of

programs might include a process simulator, a circuit simulator, and

appropriate interfaces. The layout of an IC is analyzed and split into two data

segments:

1st- Element Layout, i.e. dimensions of individual elements

2nd- Interconnections

The first portion is used in the process simulator to simulate the elements,

while the second is used in the circuit simulator.
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Process Description Layout

Process
Simulator

Ityout

"1

Interface

Circuit
Simulator

. 1 _

Output

Figure 3-1: A possible design environment

3.3 Interface to Circuit Simulators

Since no package to extract element layout and interconnection information

from the IC layout description was available, the interface between FABRICS

and circuit simulators was built in such a way as to allow the user to

interactively enter the node numbers for the elements simulated. A file is then

generated which is compatible with the circuit simulator-SPICE.

3.3.1 Possible modes of simulation

Simulation of a circuit, where'elements are to be calculated using a statistical

process simulator, can be done in two ways:

1. on a chip-by-chip basis, i.e. taking the output for every chip and
performing the simulation with those values. Since many simulators
taKe advantage of the fact that circuit layout (and consequently
interconnections) is unchanged, and that only the values of the
elements change, the cost of such a simulation technique may be
reduced significantly.
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2. Simulation using the mean values, and statistics on the variations
of the elements, as well as the correlation coefficients. This
method may not be as accurate as the first, but would cost less
for large samples.

The structure of possible interfaces for the two approaches above is shown in
Figures 3-2 and 3*3.

Process
Simulator

f

CHIP

CHIP

CHIP

I

i

•

»

•

CHIP

CHIP

OWP

CKHP

r

Circuit
Simulator

Statistical
Routines

4 i

QRCUIT

CIRCUIT

CIRCUIT

ORCUIT

«

i

i

•

•

ORCUIT

ORCUIT

QRCUIT

m

*— Output

(Statistical Distribution
of Circuit Performance)

Figure 3-2: Interface for a chip-by-chip mode
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Process
Simulator

CHIP

CHF

CHi>

•

•

•

CHIP

CHIP

CHIP

CHIP

Statis
Rmii

f

ticai
inAft

•

Circ
Simu

4

Ml if

lator

i

— Output

(Performance for
the Element Statistical

Distribution)

Figure 3-3: Interface for a mean-and-stati sties mode

3.3.2 Interface implemented

As mentioned above, a package to extract features from a layout description

and deliver element dimensions was not available, so the interface between

FABRICS and SPICE was built to allow FABRICS to prompt for the nodes of

elements simulated. And a SPICE compatible file is then generated.

To allow for future expansion to the second method of simulation, i.e. the

chip-by-chip method, provision was made to write the chip element
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parameters, chip by chip, into a file; which will eventually be used by a circuit

simulator with the required capabilities.

3.4 User Interface

The user interface implemented in FABRICS is built around a hidden menu

structure. By hidden menu we mean that the menu is not on display all the

time, so the experienced user, who knows what data is needed at any time,

need not be bothered. But the novice can have the menu displayed at any time

by hitting a help character.

Extensive help, error detection, and defaulting features are implemented, as

well as rudimentary edit commands for sections that require them. The

interface is written in DEC-FORTRAN, and runs on a DEC-20 machine. A

PASCAL version is under development.

A more detailed view of the interactive user interface is presented in the

FABRICS MANUAL, [Strojwas 81], which has examples of the use of the

interface.

3.4.1 INPUT Interface

In Figure 1-3, the input interface accepts user input, as well as default files,

to produce five data segments:

1. CONTROL which defines the type of simulation being performed, i.e.
simulation at the chip, wafer or lot level. With information about
how many simulations will be performed, number of chips per
wafer, number of elements per chip etc—

2. RNG, this data segment contains the parameters that control the
RNGs that will generate the data needed by the RNGs for the chip.
They depend on the level of simulation. For a wafer level
simulation, the RNG segment would contain5:

• mean of mean on wafer

e variance of mean on wafer

1-2
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• mean of variance on wafer

• variance of variance on wafer

3. CIRCUIT, defines the dimensions of all the elements that will be
simulated, as well as information about which element parameters
to calculate, which in-line parameters to calculate, as well as
information about which devices will share the same diffusion
profiles.

4. PROCESS, has the process-engineer-defined parameters of the
process, such as times and temperatures, as well as oxidation data.

5. OUTPUT CONTROL is the data segment passed to the output, it
contains names of parameters, as well as the order in which they
are calculated.

3.4.2 OUTPUT Interface

The output interface allows the user to display and store several basic forms

of output:

a. Statistical Information, including means, variances, and extreme, as
well as correlation coefficients.

b. Histograms, which can be displayed on any TTY.

c. Plot Files, which are:

• Scatter plot files, which can be displayed on an HP-2647
Graphics terminal or entered into a general scatter plot
program.

• Beta plot files, which plot transistor fi vs. current and voltage
on an HP-2647 Graphics terminal.

d. Store all elements of all chips, with information to help retrieve
the elements in an orderly fashion.

e. Store all correlation coefficients, to aid in factor analysis.

Output may be directed to disk alone, or displayed on the screen as well.

The program that controls the graphics terminal is not yet an integral part of

FABRICS, but will be when the PASCAL version is completed.
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CHAPTER 4

APPLICATIONS, LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE EXPANSION

4.1 Introduction

We now discuss the application areas of a statistical simulator, and describe

some future expansion possibilities, as well as possible limitations of the

simulator.

4.2 Applications

The statistical process simulator described so far, FABRICS, may be used for

several design tasks. The capabilities of a process simulator are not limited

to its use as such, but when communicating with other programs, may be used

as a useful design tool. Some applications are outlined below:

• As in section 3.3, a process simulator interfaced with a circuit
simulator may be used as an IC design tool when the design of an
IC is to be optimized. The optimization may be over device
geometries or process conditions, and may be done interactively,
with the designer viewing the results and deciding on any necessary
compromise, or automatically, with predefined circuit performance
and yield.

• A process simulator may be used as a diagnostic tool for process
disturbances. In this mode, faulty lots are analyzed and the data is
used to simulate possible reasons for the drop in yield. It may also
be used to reject faulty wafers early in the production run, thus
minimizing process cost.

• By itself, a process simulator may be used for process design, i.e.
setting the process parameters, such as times and temperatures. It
may also be used for optimizing the process for a specific
applications, if the required process conditions are defined.
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4.3 Limitations

The basic limitation on the accuracy of FABRICS is imposed by the basic

model structure described in section 1.3.4. The identification of the RNG

parameters simulating disturbances in the process is done for some set of

process conditions. These conditions may be thought of as being a quiescent

point of operation for the process. Any radical change in these conditions will

lead to results that deviate from comparable physical measurements.

The analytical physical model does account for some of the changes that will

occur due to variations in process conditions. But, as mentioned in section

1.3.2, since this analytical model can, at best, be accurate over some limited

range of process conditions, then it cannot possibly account for radical

process parameter changes.

One approach for avoiding such difficulties is to solve the model differential

equations for the process conditions, and then use the results to identify a

new set of RNG control parameters. This will be cheaper than performing

experiments and measurements on the process with the new conditions.

4.4 Further Extensions and Possibilities

Now that the processes used in MOS technology have been added to FABRICS,

we need MOS device models, as well as data from MOS processes to

generate a set of RNG control parameters. With such a capability, the

applications described in section 4.2 may be applied to the MOS technology as

well.

As suggested in section 3.2, a package that can extract features from some IC

graphic design language (e.g. CIF [Carver 80]), may be used in a design

environment to partition IC layout information into device layout and

interconnections. Hence, a process simulator communicating with a circuit

simulator may form a part of a complete design environment that uses

standard MOS cells, some form of logic description, and some design package.

The design package should be able to generate an IC layout, given the logic

description of the circuit, by suitably interconnecting the basic cells. This

may be a design engineer, or some CAD tool. A possible scheme is shown in

Figure 4-1.
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Figure 4 -1 : Possible scheme for a complete MOS design environment
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APPENDIX A
TABLES

A.1 Approximation to Corners

Below is a comparison between values of corner resistance calculated from eq.

(2.16) [Hall 67], and eq. (2.17), an approximation to eq. (2.16). See section

2.3.1.2. The two equations are repeated below.

2 4a
N « a"1 In

•Q 2 • 1

- 1
COS - 1

a* - 1

N « 0.13837 a2 - 0.27674 a • 0.6971
•q

eq. (2.16) eq. (2.17)

i

i

4

t

*

i

t

*

4

i

*

I.000
I.050
1.100
1.150
I.200
1.250
I.300
I.350
1.400
1.450
1.500

0.5587
0.5591
0.5601
0.5618
0.5643
0.5674
0.5712
0.5757
0.5809
0.5867
0.5933

0.5587
0.5592
0.5604
0.5623
0.5648
0.5677
0.5712
0.5750
0.5792
0.5836
0.5883
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A.2 Approximation to Penetration data
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The ion implantation model is described by two equations (see section 2.2.2.1h

Rp « aE • b

ep « cE* • d

Where:

• a « 2.7553x10"3

• b « 1.8474x10~2

• c « 7.2655x10"3

• d is a random variable with means and variances defined to fit the
model to the real situation.

Following is a comparison between data from [Gibbons 75] and the data

generated using the above equations and constants.

Energy

(KeV)

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150

RP

(/im)

0.0333
0.0662
0.0987
0.1302
0.1608
0.1903
0.2188
0.2465
0.2733
0.2994
0.3248
0.3496
0.3737
0.3974
0.4205

(/im)

0.0171
0.0283
0.0371
0.0443
0.0504
0.0556
0.0601
0.0641
0.0677
0.0710
0.0739
0.0766
0.0790
0.0813
0.0834

v
from eq. (2.3)

{(im)

0.0460 .
0.0736
0.1011
0.1287
0.1562
0.1838
0.2113
0.2389
0.2665
0.2940
0.3216
0.3491
0.3767
0.4042
0.4318
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A.3 Constants of Oxidation Model

As reported in [Deal 78]:

Oxidation Ambient

DRY

Silicon Orientation

<100>

C, 01215

C2 1.03x102

E1 0.78

E. 0.205x101

<111>

0.215

1.73x102

1.23x101

0.2x10'

WET

<100>

1.07

0.270x105

0.78

0.205x101

<111>

1.07

0.453x105

1.23x101

0.2x101
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